
THE SINGERS SIT IN A CIRCLE IN THE DRUM ARBOR, BEATING ON A SINGLE LARGE DRUM, SINGING IN HIGH-PITCHED VOICES, SONGS THAT ARE AS OLD AS ANYTHING IN THE COMMUNITY, AS WELL AS OTHERS NEWLY COMPOSED FOR THE OCCASION. TO BE ACCEPTED AS A SINGER ON THE DRUM IS A GREAT HONOR. THE DANCERS, ELABORATELY COSTUMED, MOVE CLOCKWISE AROUND THE DRUM ARBOR, CELEBRATING THE BIRTH OF THE FOUR WINDS; TO BE ABLE TO DANCE IN ONE'S FINEST HOMEMADE REGALIA IS AN AFFIRMATION AND RENEWAL OF THE CULTURE'S DEEPEST ROOTS. EACH PIECE OF FUR ON A COSTUME HONORS SOME ANIMAL, EACH FEATHER SOME BIRD. THE DANCERS WEAR BELLS ON THEIR ANKLES, AND THE WOMEN HAVE METAL CONES SEWN IN ROWS ON THEIR DRESSES. ALL IS SOUND AND MOVEMENT AS THE POWWOW BEGINS TO PULSE.

THE SOUND OF DRUMS RINGS THROUGH THE AIR. FOR HUNDREDS OR THOUSANDS OF YEARS, INDIAN PEOPLE HAVE GATHERED ON NIGHTS LIKE THIS TO CELEBRATE LIFE, TO HONOR THE EARTH AND TO THANK THE CREATOR WITH SONG, DANCE AND DRUM. THEY GATHER IN A CIRCLE BECAUSE THE CIRCLE IS A SYMBOL OF LIFE'S ETERNAL RHYTHM, AS WELL AS A DOOR INTO SACRED SPACE. SO MUCH THAT IS FUNDAMENTAL ABOUT LIFE IS ROUND, THE EARTH, THE SUN, THE MOON, EVEN THE CYCLE OF LIFE FROM SEASON TO SEASON IS ROUND, AS ONE RETURNS EACH YEAR TO WHERE ONE BEGAN THE YEAR BEFORE. AND, OF COURSE THE DRUM IS ROUND.
AS DUSK TURNS TO NIGHT, JAMES "PIPE" MOUSTACHE, THE SPIRITUAL LEADER OF THE LAC COURT ORELLES OJIBWAY, RISES WEARING FULL EAGLE-FEATHERED BONNET AND BEGINS, IN HIS NATIVE TONGUE, TO INVOKE THE GREAT SPIRIT. GITCHI-MANIDO, TO LOOK FAVORABLY UPON HIS PEOPLE AS THEY SING AND DANCE TO HONOR THE EARTH FOR WHAT IT PROVIDES THEM. THE SITUATION IS PARTICULARLY SENSITIVE TO THE OJIBWAY THIS YEAR, FOR MINERAL DISCOVERIES BY LARGE CORPORATIONS THREATEN TO SPOIL THE BEAUTY OF INDIAN COUNTRY AND POLLUTE THE LAKES AND STREAMS WHERE THEY HARVEST WILD RICE.

1 GRAND ENTRY SONG (LITTLE OTTER SINGERS) 4:20

PIPE FINISHES HIS LENGTHY INVOCATION WITH A HEFTY MI-IW (ENOUGH), THE TRADITIONAL T IFEUL. EXPANSIVE ONE. THE HIGH-PITCHED LEAD OF WORDS SUDDENLY VOWEL SOUNDS OF THE SINGERS' PULSATING VOICES GIVE WAY TO CONSONANTS, AS OJIBWAY SPOKES TO LOOK KINDLY ON CROS SING QUICKLY JOINED UES, PHRASE SINGERS. WHO RECOGNIZE IT ON BAY COUNTRY DANCERS. IT IS UPON HIS NERAL DISCOVERIES HIS NATIVE TONGUE. TO INVOKE OJIBWAY CONCLUSION FOR ORATORY. COURTOREILLES OJIBWAY. RISES WEARING FULL DUSK TURNS TO THE SINGERS, WHO LIVE ON GAHBOW BEGINS RECORDING WAS GIVEN ITS THE LITTLE SITUATION IS BY HIS FATHER AND THE REST OF THE ELDER RANKS. THEY FOLLOW THE FLAGS CLOCKWISE AROUND THE DANCE ARBOR, THE DIRECTION OF THE ORDER OF BIRTH OF THE FOUR WINDS: EAST, SOUTH, WEST AND NORTH. NEXT COME THE GRASS DANCERS, WHOSE COSTUMES ARE IN BRIGHT COLORS AND MARKED BY HEAVY ROWS OF OF YARN FRINGES. BEHIND THEM THE FANCY DANCERS, SPINNING AND GYRATING, WHO HAVE FEATHER BUSTLES ON THEIR REARS, SMALLER ONES ON THEIR ARMS, FOLLOWING THEM ARE THE YOUNGER MALE DANCERS, ARRANGED BY AGE AND HEIGHT, FOUR- AND FIVE-YEAR OLDS AT THE END. THE WOMEN FOLLOW, WHOSE DANCE STEPS ARE UNIFORMLY MORE SEDATE THAN THE MEN, SCARCELY NOTICABLE AS THEY SEEM TO GLIDE FORWARD IN A SLIGHTLY BOBBING FASHION TO THE DRUMBEATS. MANY WEAR THE TRADITIONAL 'SINGLE DRESS' NOTABLE FOR ITS ROWS OF SEWN METAL CONES THAT MAKE A SWISHING SOUND AS THE DANCER MOVES.

THE LONG LINE OF DANCERS IS LED BY FLAG BEARERS, ROW UPON ROW WITH ALL KINDS OF FLAGS (AMERICAN, VIETNAM VETS-MIA, FLAGS BEARING THE INSIGNIAS OF COMMUNITIES ATTENDING), BUT THE MOST IMPRESSIVE ARE THE 'INDIAN FLAGS' CONSISTING OF LONG BANNERS CURVED LIKE SHEPHERDS' CROOKS AT THEIR TOP, WRAPPED IN FUR AND BEARING A LONG ROW OF EAGLE FEATHERS. THESE ARE VESTIGES FROM THE DAYS OF WARFARE, WHEN INDIAN WAR-PARTIES GOING INTO BATTLE WOULD PLANT THESE CEREMONIAL COUP LANCES IN THE GROUND TO MARK THE POINT BEHIND WHICH WARRIORS WOULD REFUSE RETREAT OR BE CONSIDERED COWARDS. FLAG-BEARERS ARE FOLLOWED SINGLE-FILE BY THE MULTITUDE OF DANCERS, ARRANGED ACCORDING TO AGE, STYLE OF DANCE OUTFIT, AND GENDER. THE OLDER MALE DANCERS WEAR TRADITIONAL REGALIA AND CARRY EAGLE-WING FANS, CEREMONIAL WARCLUBS, TOMAHAWK PIPES, AND FUR-WRAPPED RINGS. THEIR PACE IS STATELY, DIGNIFIED; THEY ARE CONSIDERED THE TRADITIONAL DANCERS. AND MOST ELDERS ARE AMONG THEIR RANKS. THEY FOLLOW THE FLAGS CLOCKWISE AROUND THE DANCE ARBOR, THE DIRECTION OF THE ORDER OF BIRTH OF THE FOUR WINDS: EAST, SOUTH, WEST AND NORTH. NEXT COME THE GRASS DANCERS, WHOSE COSTUMES ARE IN BRIGHT COLORS AND MARKED BY HEAVY ROWS OF OF YARN FRINGES. BEHIND THEM THE FANCY DANCERS, SPINNING AND GYRATING, WHO HAVE FEATHER BUSTLES ON THEIR REARS, SMALLER ONES ON THEIR ARMS, FOLLOWING THEM ARE THE YOUNGER MALE DANCERS, ARRANGED BY AGE AND HEIGHT, FOUR- AND FIVE-YEAR OLDS AT THE END. THE WOMEN FOLLOW, WHOSE DANCE STEPS ARE UNIFORMLY MORE SEDATE THAN THE MEN, SCARCELY NOTICABLE AS THEY SEEM TO GLIDE FORWARD IN A SLIGHTLY BOBBING FASHION TO THE DRUMBEATS. MANY WEAR THE TRADITIONAL 'SINGLE DRESS' NOTABLE FOR ITS ROWS OF SEWN METAL CONES THAT MAKE A SWISHING SOUND AS THE DANCER MOVES.

THE 'GRAND ENTRY' HALTS WITH THE FINAL 'TAIL', OR ADD-ON VERSE BY THE LITTLE OTTER DRUM, WHOSE PUNCTUATED OFF-BEATS SIGNAL THE SONG'S CONCLUSION.
INTERTRIBAL DANCE SONG
(LEO SOLDIERS' DRUM) 4:51

WHILE THE DANCERS MOVE TO SEATS AND BENCHES ESPECIALLY RESERVED FOR THEM AROUND THE RING, THE MC GIVES A HEARTY, MIGWETCH (THANKS), TO THE SINGERS, FLAG BEARERS AND DANCERS AND MOVES THE EVENT INTO GEAR FOR THE NEXT FIVE HOURS OF GENERAL AND SPECIAL DANCES. HE CALLS UPON THE HOST DRUM, THE LCO SOLDIERS' DRUM, TO PROVIDE AN INTERTRIBAL SONG. STONEY LARSON, LEAD SINGER OF THIS DRUM, IS A HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER. HE BEGINS A SONG THAT CONTAINS AN ESTABLISHED PATTERN OF HEY-YAH'S AND "WE-HAS" ONE BY ONE THE DANCERS MOVE OUT INTO THE RING. WHILE MANY DANCES ARE SPECIALLY ANNOUNCED—TO HONOR SOME PERSON, FOR EXAMPLE—AND RESTRICTED AS TO WHO MAY TAKE PART, INTER-TRIBALS ARE OPEN TO ANYONE, EVEN A FEW ANGLO WHO MAY WISH TO TRY OUT THE STEPS. DANCE COSTUMES ARE NOT A PREREQUISITE, AND SINGERS FROM THE DRUMS NOT PERFORMING ARE OFTEN SEEN IN THEIR BASEBALL CAPS AND JEANS, WITH DRUMSTICKS PROTRUDING FROM THEIR REAR POCKETS, DANCING AS WELL. WOMEN WHO HAVE ARRIVED AT A Powwow IN CASUAL DRESS, HOWEVER, WILL USUALLY TRY TO BORROW A SHAWL BEFORE APPEARING IN THE DANCE RING.

WE'RE THE PEOPLE
(SMOKEYTOWN SINGERS) 9:43

THE SMOKEYTOWN SINGERS ARE THE FIRST NON-OJIBWAY DRUM TO SING FOR THE EVENING. THEY WERE ORGANIZED BY MYRON PYAWASIT IN 1973, WHEN HE WAS 19 YEARS OLD. THE GROUP'S NAME WAS HIS CREATION AND INSPIRED BY A FORMER PRACTICE OF WOODLANDS PEOPLES. LONG BEFORE THE DAYS OF AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENTS, INDIAN PEOPLE WOULD BUILD A FIRE IN A SMALL PAIL AND ADD WOOD CHIPS TO CREATE A SMUDGE OR HEAVY SMOKE TO KEEP MOSQUITOS AWAY. MYRON REMEMBERS HOW, ONE SUMMER NIGHT, HE NOTICED THAT EVERYWHERE IN HIS SMALL VILLAGE OF ZOAR THESE SMOKEY FIRES WERE
BURNING, SO HE NICKNAMED THE COMMUNITY SMOKEYTOWN—HENCE THE NAME OF HIS DRUM.

ALTHOUGH IT IS CUSTOMARY FOR MOST DRUMS TO LEARN EACH OTHERS' SONGS, CERTAIN SINGERS, LIKE MYRON, ARE GIFTED COMPOSERS AND CREATE NEW SONGS FOR THE REPETOIRE. MYRON COMPOSED THIS SONG RIGHT AT THE 'HONOR THE EARTH' POWWOW. THIS RECORDING REPRESENTS ITS FIRST PUBLIC PERFORMANCE. THE WORDS IN MENOMINEE ARE: ANISHINAABE NIMIO, NANTAKOOSIMINO, NIMIKON, MEANING, 'WE'RE THE PEOPLE, LET'S DANCE, WE ARE ALL PROUD, LET'S ALL DANCE.'

4 SNEAK-UP DANCE SONG
(BAD RIVER SINGERS) 2:47


WHEN ALL SINGERS POUND VERY RAPIDLY ON THE DRUM WITH NO DISCERNIBLE BEAT. DURING THE TREMOLOS, THE DANCERS MEANDER ABOUT, MAKING THEIR BODIES TREMBLE VIOLENTLY, WITH VERY RAPID FOOTWORK. WHEN THE SINGERS CHANGE ABRUPTLY TO THE POWWOW BEAT, THEY BEGIN TO DANCE WITH THE USUAL STEPS UNTIL THE NEXT TREMOLO BEGINS. DURING THE TREMOLOS, THEY GO THROUGH MOTIONS THAT DATE BACK TO THE WAR DANCES OF EARLIER TIMES, SUCH AS BRANDISHING A TOMAHAWK THEY MIGHT CARRY OR HOLDING THE PALM OVER THEIR EYES IN A BENT-OVER POSTURE, AS THOUGH LOOKING FOR THE ENEMY—HENCE THE NAME 'SNEAK-UP.'

5 WINNEBAGO ARMY SONG
(WINNEBAGO SONS) 4:45

The Winnebago Sons Drum was founded by four of Lyle Greendeer's sons about 1970. With Conray as lead singer, originally called the Greendeer Singers; the name was changed three years later. On this recording, Joe Greendeer is the lead singer. At the time this song was performed, they were joined by several Winnebago friends from the Mallory family living in northern Wisconsin, who were at "Honor the Earth" with their own group, the 'Bear Claw Singers.' The words to the song, as sung in Winnebago, are: Chee Xi wa wee noo, Hoo chank hoo chi chin nank, WII wa shik a, HAA NII NAA GII DEE NOO, HEE RUUSH KA RA, Chee Xi wa wee noo, for which Joe Greendeer provides the English translation, as follows: 'walked a hard time, Winnebago boy. You are presented with a flag. The people who dance to the drum walked a hard time.' This army song is performed for army veterans and their families to dance to. In practice, after they have made a few rounds of the drum arbor, others are invited into the ring to dance behind them, honoring the veterans. The Winnebago have, as well, a song for each of the other three branches of the services.

6 Intertribal Dance Song
(Bear Claw Singers) 5:46

There is a pause in the dancing. The MC announces the presence of several important elders in the audience, and singers give a few staccato pounds on their drums in applause. By now, the Mallory's have returned to their drum, joining the other bear claw singers, and the MC tells them they're on. They live some forty miles to the west, near the St. Croix River, the boundary between Wisconsin and Minnesota. People from the audience with cassette recorders and members of other drums begin to surround the singers, anxious to add new songs to their home collections of powwow tapes. These tapes are played at idle moments throughout the weekend; singers will listen to them on their Sunday drive home, perhaps repeatedly for new songs to add to their repertoire.

7 Ojibway Air Force Song
(Leo Soldiers' Drum) 3:04

Stoney Larson begins the lead of the Ojibway Air Force Song. This particular song originated during the Second World War and came in a dream to a Red Lake Ojibway in northern Minnesota, whose son was a pilot overseas in the air force. Dreams and visions are traditionally the source of inspiration of many Indian songs. Even before Europeans arrived on this continent, Indian warriors had protective songs they would perform before going into battle. Many old Ojibway war songs speak of a safe return from fighting, and this particular song falls into that category. Its Ojibway words are: Ischipimig Babaa ayaayaan (Ningaadagoshin oma aring), meaning (roughly): While I am flying around in the sky, I know that I will come to land safely on earth.

8 Intertribal Dance Song
(Bad River Singers) 5:44

Joe Dan Rose of the Bad River Singers launches into an intertribal which was learned at a powwow in Bemidji, Minnesota, in 1989, from the Red Lake singers. It is a particularly lively song, and has the ring filled. Indian women surround the drum, dance in place, and at certain points in the melody begin to sing along with the male singers.
INTERTRIBAL DANCE SONG (THREE FIRES SOCIETY DRUM) 9:03

Another Lac Court Oreilles drum is called upon for a song. the Three Fires Society Drum led by Eddie Benton Banai. the name comes from the old three fires confederacy of the Ojibway, Potawatomi, and Ottawa tribes and is meant to keep the spirit and memory of that union alive.

The song no sooner finishes, when the lights suddenly go down. the mc announces that it will be 40 minutes before the power company will come out to restore electricity. none of the crowd seems to mind. another song is begun, and the dancers continue in the dark. the moon is bright and one gets used to the dark and senses that this is how it must have been over 100 years ago when the Indian people honored the earth in the ceremonies of that day.

INTERTRIBAL DANCE S SONG (LITTLE OTTER SINGERS) 4:14

Eventually, power is restored, and, with it, the sound of the little otter drum rings out over the crowd. the little otter singers perform an old canadian Ojibway song from Kenora, Ontario.

It is late, and the dancers are thinning out, knowing they have two more days of good times ahead of them. many are tired from the considerable drive after work and having to set up camp on arrival. we call it a night.

-Thomas Vennum, Jr., Smithsonian Institution, April 1, 1991

PERFORMERS:

LITTLE OTTER SINGERS (Mille Lacs Lake Reservation, Minnesota) Pete Gahbow (lead), Art Gahbow, Bill Gahbow (drumkeeper and drumwarmer 1), Bill Erik (drumwarmer 2), Tom Benjamin (drumwarmer 3), Larry Smallwood, Darren Moore, Jared Gahbow, Ron White, Joe Cominigay.


SMOKEYTOWN SINGERS (Menominee Indian Reservation, Wisconsin) Myron Pyawasit (lead), Joey AwangoPay, Steven Waupoose, Dana Waupoose, Gary Besaw, Cheyenne Pyawasit, Bedahbin Webkamigad.

BAD RIVER SINGERS (Bad River Reservation, Wisconsin) Joe Dan Rose (lead), Dan Powless, Ed Mayotte, Matt O’Claire, Francis Stone, Robert Legso.

WINNEBAGO SONS (Baraboo, Wisconsin) Joe Greendeer (lead), Kurt Greendeer, Ron Mallory, Rodney Mallory, Steve Mallory, William Hendsley, Bob Blackdeer.

BEAR CLAW SINGERS (Hertel, Wisconsin) Ron Mallory (lead), Rodney Mallory, Steve Mallory, William Hendsley, Stuart Decorah (drumkeeper).

THREE FIRES SOCIETY SINGERS (Lac Court Oreilles Reservation, Wisconsin) Eddie Benton Banai (lead), Raymond Benton, Bird Benton, Joe Dan Rose, Hottza Webster, Hottnawa Benton.
TECH NOTES

THE FIELD RECORDINGS WERE MADE WITH A PAIR OF AKG 414 MICROPHONES THROUGH AN AERCO STEREO PREAMP, TO A NAGRA IV-S ANALOG TAPE RECORDER IN FLAT STEREO, USING A BRYSTON INTERFACE WITH DOLBY-SR NOISE REDUCTION AND SCOTCH 806 TAPE AT 15 IPS. THE MICROPHONES WERE USED IN CARDIOD AND HYPERCARDIOD POLAR PICK-UP PATTERNS IN A VARIETY OF CONFIGURATIONS DEPENDING ON THE INDIVIDUAL SET-UP OF EACH GROUP OF PERFORMERS.

THESE TAPES WERE THEN COPIED TO AN MCI JJH 110 ANALOG TAPE RECORDER WITH DOLBY-SR USING AMPEX 456 TAPE AT 15 IPS TO MAKE WORKING COPIES, AND THE ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDINGS WERE ARCHIVED FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. AFTER SELECTING THE MATERIAL TO BE USED IN THE FINAL MASTER, THE SELECTED MATERIAL WAS THEN EDITED TO TAKE OUT ANY UNDESIRABLE MICROPHONE BUMPS, WIND BUMPS, AND ALSO TO MAKE THE TIMING OF EACH OF THE PIECES FIT THE MASTER EDIT PLAN. SOME EQ WAS USED IN PLACES TO ELIMINATE LOW FREQUENCY OVERLOAD DUE TO WIND AND/OR MOVEMENT OF MICROPHONES AND PERFORMERS. A QUANTEC QRS WAS USED FOR SPATIAL ENHANCEMENT. THE EDITED MASTER WAS THEN TRANSFERRED TO A SONIC SOLUTIONS DIGITAL RECORDER TO MAKE THE CD AND CASSETTE MASTERS FOR DUPLICATION.
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